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Manage work more
efficiently & keep
teams highly engaged
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Logit is an easy-to-use Checklist and
Compliance web app that allows teams to
easily complete scheduled checks, perform
audits, manage incidents and maintenance
requests from any device.
Automated notifications empower managers
to monitor progress in real-time and take
action to resolve potential issues.

This powerful tool also engages
teams by providing employees instant
access to company news, documents
and SOPs. Teams can celebrate
success and acknowledge peers by
giving and receiving kudos.

One solution does it all
Logit is the most flexible Checklist & Compliance mobile-first solution for
the entire business. Spend less time sending emails, making phone calls and
searching for missing paperwork. One end-to-end digital platform makes it easy
for you to manage tasks and teams more efficiently from any mobile device.

Checks

Audits

Incident
Management

Asset
Management

Smart
Forms

Document
Management

News

Employee
Recognition

Performance
Reports

External
Gateway

Leave it Logit to keep your business
safe, efficient and compliant
Why use six different solutions and manual processes when all you need is one
platform to manage tasks, track progress, report on performance and promote
collaboration across the organisation?

Food Safety

Health & Safety

Maintenance

Keep customers safe and
protect your brand with
digital checks and reports
that guide your workforce
throughout the day.

Put safety first and
resolve issues quickly
with scheduled checks
that ensure the proper
procedures are adhered
to at all times.

Perform digital
inspections and tasks
quicker and accurately,
and keep informed on
problems that need
immediate attention.

Operations

Quality Control

Engage Teams

Eliminate errors caused
by manual processes,
reduce endless paper
trails, track progress and
share data to identify
areas for improvement.

Follow procedures in a
consistent manner to
ensure high standards
are achieved, and take
immediate action when
thresholds are not met.

Create a winning work
culture with on-demand
access to news and
videos, and always
acknowledge staff for a
job well done.

Why Logit?
Logit is the only digital solution designed for all your teams. It’s the simplest way to
manage the day-to-day tasks and ensure teams stay engaged and compliant.

Easy to use

Improve
efficiencies

Reduce
costs

Increase
visibililty

Stay
compliant

Collaborate
& engage

Take control with our
cutting-edge technology:
Complete tasks consistently and on-time
Seamlessly monitor progress every step of the way
Resolve issues before they become problems
Empower teams to achieve more than ever

visit www.logit.co.uk

